Alcantara
Our history
Founded in 1972, Alcantara represents
one of the leading Made in Italy
brands. A registered trademark of
Alcantara S.p.A. and the result of
unique and proprietary technology,
Alcantara® is a highly innovative
material offering an unparalleled
combination of sensory, aesthetic
and functional characteristics.

Alcantara S.p.A – Milan Headquarters

The design community also
understood the endless potential of
Alcantara and its ability to constantly
renew itself.
These features, together with a
serious and certified commitment to
sustainability, make Alcantara a true
icon of contemporary lifestyle.
Lanvin – F/W Capsule Collection

Thanks to its extraordinary qualities
and values, Alcantara is the chosen
material for leading brands in many
fields of application: fashion and
accessories, automotive, marine
and aviation, interior design and
consumer-electronics. 

Maserati - MC20

Made to be extraordinary
Global brand

Alcantara is chosen by leading global and
luxury brands and operates worldwide.

Made in Italy

“Made in Italy” is the unique ability
to combine high-tech processes and
craftsmanship. From the Umbrian hills
the material travels to the World.

Sustainability

The Company has a pioneering role in
sustainability, being the first Italian
industrial company, and among the very first
in the world, to reach the status of Carbon
neutrality in 2009.

Tailor-made
Tailor-made means the capability to
develop exclusive solutions, which are
a combination of style and technology,
beauty and functionality.

Art, Design & Creativity

Rode - NTH 100

For many years Alcantara has been
cultivating a relationship with top
representatives from the design
community, who use the material for
their creations.

Made to inspire
One material,
endless applications.
The versatility of Alcantara, capable of marrying
tradition and innovation, technology and
craftsmanship, brings life to an infinite array of
applications.

Alcantara interior concept

Lamborghini - Huracán STO

GCDS - F/W
Collection

The material
of the future
The result of an unique, exclusive
technology, Alcantara is a truly
cutting-edge material, which can be
used to cover any shape or surface.

Microsoft – Surface Laptop

Resistant

Light and breathable

Provides high-grip surface
and comfort

Can be washed
and ironed

Warm in the winter and
cool in the summer

Resistant to light and heat also
ideal for outdoor use

Extreme
customization
To answer to the need for extreme
customization, Alcantara has a
Research and Development Centre
born with the aim of designing new
products and production processes.
The R&D Centre has been completed
with a special unit able to develop
extreme customizations by combining
complex technologies, to provide
customers the finished product ready
for assembling.
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